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Introduction
ConexBird’s spreader-mounted container measurement system offers the container shipping
industry an entirely new way to think about and use its primary assets — containers. By
providing tailored insight to supply-chain stakeholders each time a container is handled, many of
the inefficiencies inherent to today’s container logistics can be mitigated, or even eliminated
entirely, through the application of ConexBird’s novel technology. The purpose of this document
is to illuminate to container operators what such application would consist of, and what the
benefits would be from doing so.

Please note that this document will be continuously evolving as ConexBird’s understanding of its
benefits for container shipping grows. Furthermore, please note that this document is focused
on the benefits available to container owners (i.e. shipping lines, container lessors and traders,
NVOCCs): benefits for terminal operators and other stakeholders will be covered in a separate
publication.

Availability

Context
Nominally, containers must be cleared for use before each cargo-bearing journey: this takes
place at container depots, and is performed manually by dedicated container inspectors. Human
container assessment is inherently prone to human error, thus introducing a great deal of
subjectivity into the otherwise standardized, highly regular world of container logistics. This
subjectivity invariably results in missed damages and inaccurate condition assessments, which
can pose serious operational, commercial, liability and safety risks if left unresolved.

The need to keep a container idle before it can be inspected also takes containers out of
economically productive circulation: containers cannot move cargo and earn money for their
operators (shipping lines, NVOCCs) until they have been cleared for use. In practice, this often
means containers are left waiting for days or even weeks at a time before becoming available
for use, which has two effects: it decreases the operating income each container is able to
generate per year, and it increases the capital expenditure required to maintain the fleet surplus
which the container shipping industry currently mitigates M&R-related interruptions with.

Furthermore, a growing labour gap means that skilled container inspectors are in dwindling
supply, particularly in high-income markets — further exacerbating the supply-chain slowdowns
caused by container M&R. There will likely always be a role for human container inspectors,
particularly when concerning container repairs: however, all relevant stakeholders (including
container inspectors themselves) agree that there is room to supplement and augment
inspectors’ work with technology, which can automate much of the mundane work that is
needed for container inspection and allow human judgment to be directed to the exception
cases where it is needed most.
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Figure 1: the current container inspection/M&R process.

Solution

Figure 2: the enhanced container M&R process using ConexBird container information.
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ConexBird’s system can determine the presence or absence of damage on containers from
container terminals, before they have even arrived at container depots. This allows decisions for
many containers’ circulation to be made in advance, particularly for units already found to be
damaged, which can be routed directly to the repair area of a depot for further intervention.
Meanwhile, containers which are not damaged and which are known by the operator to have
been recently cleaned further upstream can be “fast-tracked” into service, i.e. immediately made
available for use.

This solution would involve conveying each container’s availability information, generated by
ConexBird at a nearby container terminal through which the container reached its current region
(either laden or recently emptied), simultaneously to the container operator, the terminal
operator and the depot operator: if, at the container operator’s request, the terminal and depot
have agreed to act upon ConexBird’s availability information as described above, then
containers can be rerouted more efficiently throughout the hinterland system by eliminating
surplus lifts, movements and stops.

Benefit
The readily quantifiable benefits of applying ConexBird’s solution to determine availability are
summarized below, for a generic example of a container operator with a 1 million TEU fleet.
Please note that some key benefits, such as the reduction in safety risks due to improved
damage insight, will be appropriately quantified once sufficient data becomes available: further
insight into these use cases will emerge in subsequent versions of this report.

Operational
The most immediate advantage ConexBird’s availability information offers container operators is
to reduce the amount of time each unit is out of service between trips. The amount of time thus
saved is highly variable, dependent on external factors such as changing trade volumes and
existing efficiencies within individual hinterland networks: nonetheless, a general estimate has
been provided below for guidance.

Typical time empty container is in hinterland
before availability determined (assumed)

7 days

Proportion of containers which can be
fast-tracked by ConexBird (assumed)

50%

Average time saved through use of
ConexBird, per trip

3.5 days

Average container trips per year1 4.6

1 Maersk, “Maersk Strategy & Performance Report Q1 2017”. Maersk, 2017,
https://investor.maersk.com/static-files/93f633a3-8235-4ed9-bac5-c1cfc6fcc2ae.
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Average time made available for
productive container use, per year

16 days, or 4.4%

Note that in some situations, the operational time savings will be far higher. For instance, when
empty containers are relocated from a “hub” terminal to a gateway “spoke” terminal, only to be
rejected for use by the shipper or the local depot team and returned to the “hub”, entire weeks
or even months of container time may have been wasted on a single unproductive trip.

Operational cost savings will also be made through the elimination of unproductive container
voyages. Specifically, a container “callback”, whereby an empty unit is rejected by the shipper
upon arrival at their facility, results in substantial amounts of wasted time, money and other
resources owned and/or commissioned by the shipping line: ConexBird is able to prevent the
vast majority of these incidents by providing the shipping line’s container operations team with
advance knowledge of each container’s damage status. To provide a financial estimate for a 1
million TEU fleet:

Container fleet size (assumed) 1,000,000 TEU

Average container trips per year1 4.6

Proportion of containers which will be recalled
from the shipper (assumed)2

10%

Cost per callback incident (assumed)3 €500

Total operational cost savings from
callbacks

≈ €230 million p.a.

3 Internal estimate, based on expert opinion.
2 Internal estimate, based on expert opinion.
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Commercial
From the above, it is straightforward to estimate the additional revenue made possible by
increased container availability. Note: naturally, the feasibility of obtaining this revenue is also
dependent on external factors, such as customer demand and transport availability — however,
container equipment availability has often been (and, without ConexBird, will continue to be) an
important factor in a container operator’s capacity to meet demand and generate revenue.

Average time made available for productive
container use, per year

4.4%

Container fleet size (assumed) 1,000,000 TEU

Operator’s revenue (estimated)4 €3.8 billion

Potential revenue increase ≈ €170 million p.a.

A consequence of having container conditions verified by ConexBird ahead of shipment is that
the consequences of container damage on container cargo can be minimized. Normally, this
burden is transferred by both shipper and carrier onto insurance companies: however, in
aggregate, these losses will simply be reflected back towards those parties in the insurance
premiums paid. Hence, the use of ConexBird’s availability information provides a solid
mechanism for shipping lines to reduce their insurance burden, for insurance companies to
reduce their aggregate losses, and for shippers to reduce the risk of cargo damage.

Container fleet size (assumed) 1,000,000 TEU

Value of carried cargo damaged due to
container deficiencies, per year (estimated)5

€27 million

Proportion of damages which could be
prevented through ConexBird (assumed)

80%

Potential liability savings ≈ €21 million p.a.

5 Based on a top-down estimate of €1.4 billion p.a. for the container shipping industry, obtained through
figures from the IUMI, the Swedish Club and the Shipowners’ Club. Note that this figure is focused on wet
damage and excludes containerized bulk cargo, so is therefore likely an underestimate.

a. “An analysis of the global marine insurance market 2018”. IUMI, 2018.
https://iumi.com/document/view/IUMI_Stats_Report_2018__5c62966a7392d.pdf

b. “Wet damage to cargo”. Swedish Club, 2013.
https://www.swedishclub.com/upload/Publications/Wet_Damage_to_Cargo_webb.pdf

c. “Container operations risk assessment”. Shipowners’ Club, 2018.
https://www.shipownersclub.com/container-operations-risk-assessment/

4 Estimated, based on approximate liner shipping revenue of one major carrier (CMA CGM) of €25 billion
p.a. (based on 2020 figures), representing approximately 12.5% of the total market share, using a fleet of
4 million units (approx. 6.6 mTEU). Figures obtained from: “2021 Annual Financial Results”. CMA CGM,
2022. https://www.cmacgm-group.com/en/news-media/2021-annual-financial-results
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Note that the above figure does not account for secondary supply-chain effects of cargo
damage (supply-chain disruptions, shipment replacement), nor for any subsequent damage
incurred to containers or other equipment, so the true cost of these incidents is likely higher.
Crucially, the estimate above also omits the reputational damage incurred by the liner for failing
to ensure safe passage of its customers’ cargo.

Environmental
The reduction in wasteful container movements made possible by ConexBird’s availability
information naturally results in a reduction of CO2 emissions and other activity-based pollution.
The salient contribution shipping lines can make here is by using ConexBird to reduce the
landside “callbacks” which result in unproductive land transport (i.e. truck) journeys.

Container fleet size (assumed) 1,000,000 TEU

Average container trips per year1 4.6

Prevalence of callbacks (assumed)2 10%

CO2 emissions per TEU-kilometre6 371 g CO2

CO2 emissions per callback TEU7 0.223 T CO2

CO2 savings from callback reduction ≈ 102,000 T CO2 p.a.

Although rarer, callback-type scenarios can also occur via ocean transport, typically within
regional feeder networks. The monetary cost of these incidents to the shipping-line box owner is
typically low, almost negligible: the resulting CO2 emissions, however, are more substantial.

Container fleet size (assumed) 1,000,000 TEU

Annual empty container trips8 1.15

Prevalence of maritime callbacks (assumed) 3%

CO2 emissions per journey9 1.24 T CO2

CO2 savings from maritime callback
reduction

≈ 43,000 T CO2 p.a.

9 CMA CGM. (2019). CSR Report 2018. CMA CGM. Retrieved December 2020, from
https://www.cmacgm-group.com/api/sites/default/files/2019-06/CSR-report_2018_vCOM-UK.pdf.

8 Extrapolated from (1) and from: “6.3 – Port Terminals” in The Geography of Transport Systems.
Jean-Paul Rodrigue and Theo Notteboom, 2020.
https://transportgeography.org/contents/chapter6/port-terminals/

7 Based on an assumed round-trip driving distance of 600 km.

6 Mathers, J., Craft, E., Norsworthy, M., & Wolfe, C. (2014, July). EDF Green Freight Handbook.
Environmental Defense Fund. Retrieved December 2020, from
https://business.edf.org/files/2014/07/EDF-Green-Freight-Handbook.pdf
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Further emission reductions are expected through general optimization of container flows and
the prevention of planning errors arising from inadequate information.

Safety
The personal safety of everyone involved in container handling and transport will be increased if
accurate, timely container damage information is known to all, particularly if known in advance.
ConexBird’s availability information allows serious, potentially dangerous structural issues to be
detected early on, and can be relayed ahead to subsequent handlers in order for proper
precautions to be taken.

The accurate, highly automated nature of ConexBird’s system also means that, in general,
fewer personnel will need to remain present in high-risk work areas.
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Durability

Context
Containers naturally lose their strength and robustness over time and with use: in technical
terms, this is due to the container steel’s material fatigue — the accumulation of microscopic
cracks, tears and other imperfections which collectively reduce the container’s integrity and
durability. These deficiencies can and will compound into larger, more serious faults with
increasing frequency as the container ages, meaning that a container will eventually cost its
owner more in repairs, liabilities and downtime than it makes back in revenue-generating cargo
transportation.

Container shipping lines are well aware of container degradation and the problems it leads to,
so they currently mitigate it by depreciating their assets over a fixed period, with the de facto
standard for dry boxes currently being 12 years: after this point, containers are sold to traders in
the sizeable secondary market for “non cargo-worthy” containers, or simply scrapped (note:
when container demand exceeds supply, the normal cut-off dates are often ignored and older,
weaker containers are retained or even reintroduced into service).

The use of age as a proxy for container durability is a simple method which nonetheless does
reduce durability-related issues to a certain extent, since a container’s durability is invariably
linked with its age: however, it is also linked to the container’s individual usage patterns and
history of incidents (damages, drops, etc.), which can vary substantially between containers.
Consequently, container fleet managers and depot inspectors both agree that many units should
have been decommissioned well before their “official” retirement age, whereas many more could
be kept safely and productively in service for several years beyond it; until now, however, the
assessment of a given container’s material fatigue (beyond what can be surmised from its age)
has been a fruitless, subjective and therefore largely abandoned endeavor to date.
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Figure 3: the current knowledge gap for container durability. Note that the container in question,
although manufactured in 2018, is significantly weaker and less durable than would be expected
from a container manufactured in 2018 at the time of measurement.

Solution
ConexBird’s durability information eliminates uncertainty and subjectivity from container
durability assessment, and is thus set to revolutionize container fleet management. Resonance
testing will reveal the true material condition of each container to a far more objective and
reliable degree than other methods; each container measured by ConexBird’s system is
compared to our global measurement database, from which valuable comparative insight can
be derived.
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Figure 4: ConexBird’s solution for durability-conscious container fleet management.

As an example, a container which was manufactured in 2018 (i.e. four years old, at the time of
measurement) may have undergone multiple collisions and periods with rough conditions: as a
result, its durability has been reduced to the point where ConexBird determines that the
container more closely resembles a typical container made in 2012 (i.e. ten years old) — a
six-year difference equivalent to half the container’s nominal lifespan. This container will break
down more frequently and severely than expected, and may soon become more of a liability
than an asset: furthermore, should it be kept in service for its full nominal lifespan, the
container’s end-of-life resale value will likely be far lower than expected (and may even become
negative).

When mounted on quay cranes at container terminals, ConexBird’s system is able to provide
large quantities of detailed, accurate durability information to container owners using relatively
little equipment and resources.

Benefit
Having ConexBird’s container durability information allows container owners to maintain a
healthier, more resilient fleet. In line with expert opinions collected from container fleet
managers and depot inspectors, preliminary ConexBird research and results have indicated that
container durability is evenly but rather widely spread, i.e. most containers from 2015 will be
either stronger or weaker (but not the same) as the “average” container from 2015. Most
durability-related issues arise from fragile containers which are weaker than expected, as the
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unnoticed structural deficiencies will give rise to unforeseen consequences: these will thus be
the focus of the following benefit estimates.

It should be noted (as it is in the following calculations) that some of the industry’s total
“durability burden” is already alleviated by screening containers based on age: however, it
follows from the previous paragraph that there is still significant room for improvement. In line
with ConexBird’s best estimates, it is assumed below that roughly half of the durability burden is
not being mitigated using current methods, therefore requiring ConexBird’s durability information
to close the gap.

It should also be noted that reducing a fleet’s durability burden will also alleviate the wider
problems resulting from container damage (e.g. those covered above in “Availability”), since
damage and container fragility are correlated. More precise estimations of this effect will be
included in future versions of this report.

Operational
The most immediate advantage that is gained through ConexBird’s durability information is the
knowledge of which containers are too fragile to be worth repairing, i.e. reducing container M&R
expenditure by being able to identify the worst-performing containers and preventing further
futile repairs on them. As with many of the use cases considered here, the costs saved would
be sensitive to external factors (e.g. transport costs, container demand), so the following is
merely a general estimate for a sample 1 million TEU fleet.

Container fleet size (assumed) 1,000,000 TEU

Annual repair cost per TEU10 €134

Proportion of damages caused by fragile
containers (assumed)11

30%

Proportion of undetected fragility (assumed) 50%

Repair cost savings from durability insight ≈ €20 million p.a.

11 ConexBird estimate.

10 ConexBird estimate, primarily using data from: “Minimizing cost of empty container repositioning in port
hinterlands, while taking repair operations into account”. T. Hjortnaes et al., 2017.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/311962075_Minimizing_cost_of_empty_container_repositioning
_in_port_hinterlands_while_taking_repair_operations_into_account
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Commercial
ConexBird’s durability information offers a decisive advantage to container traders and fleet
owners by being a thorough, reliable indication of each container’s condition and useful lifespan.
There are two financial advantages which arise from this knowledge: the first is the ability to
recover more of a fragile container’s resale value by selling it sooner (before it depreciates
further and becomes even less productive). A container owner could thus use ConexBird’s
durability information to beat the container trading market and earn substantial end-of-life
bonuses from their container assets:

Container fleet size (assumed) 1,000,000 TEU

Annual renewal rate (based on a 12-year
depreciation)

8.33%

Proportion of undetected fragility (assumed) 50%

Average trading gains difference per fragile
TEU12

€650

Additional resale value unlocked ≈ €27 million p.a.

The second commercial advantage arising from ConexBird’s durability information is a direct
increase in leasing income (for container lessors), due to the unit having a productive lifespan
longer than originally planned. Conversely, for shipping lines and NVOCCs armed with
ConexBird durability information for their owned/leased fleet, there are equivalent operational
savings from not having to lease out a new unit to replace a container which was destined for
decommissioning but is actually in good condition.

Container fleet size (assumed) 1,000,000 TEU

Annual renewal rate (based on a 12-year
depreciation)

8.33%

Proportion of undetected fragility (assumed) 50%

Average additional lifespan per fragile TEU13 €350

Additional leasing income/savings ≈ €14 million p.a.

It is important to note that the previous two benefits are competitive in nature and thus, to an
extent, mutually exclusive between businesses: as ConexBird achieves ubiquitous adoption, it
will become increasingly more difficult to maintain this edge on the container trading and leasing

13 Estimate based on internal ConexBird figures.
12 Estimate based on internal ConexBird figures.
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markets, since most if not all parties will have similar access to information. Nonetheless, there
remains, at present, a windfall available to early adopters of ConexBird’s durability
measurements — potentially of much higher value than estimated above; additionally, earlier
adopters will always retain a certain degree of competitive advantage simply because more time
has been spent measuring their fleets, allowing for deeper, more bespoke insight into these
containers’ conditions to be drawn.

Environmental
The reduction in CO2 emissions stemming from the use of ConexBird’s durability information
arises mainly through the aforementioned reductions in damage-related inefficiencies (e.g.
callbacks).

Safety
The immediate impact that ConexBird’s durability information would have on safety in container
operations is the elimination of various present and future hazards rooted in undetected
container weaknesses: as the most fragile, damage-prone containers are removed from
circulation, the overall prevalence of container damages (and their consequences) will
decrease.

With durability, however, there are also deeper, more subtle ramifications for container safety at
stake. Ships and quay cranes have grown wider and taller in recent decades, and yet lift times
have gone down and the container itself has remained unchanged: nowadays, containers are
thus being subjected to larger G-forces than they were initially designed for. Under the same
pressures, crane and spreader manufacturers have been redesigning their equipment to handle
the increased acceleration: containers, on the other hand, have actually been getting weaker
overall, due to a trifecta of extended lifespans, heavier cargoes and design tweaks.

The open question of durability further compounds the issue of whether today’s containers can
handle tomorrow’s demands, meaning that ConexBird’s accurate appraisals of each unit’s
structural integrity offer new opportunities for container stakeholders to assess and improve the
safety of their operations. Notably, the timely detection of dangerous, critically-weak containers
can alert operators to the careful handling required for these units, and can inform their owners
of the significant liability risks these boxes would pose should they continue circulating
unimpeded.

A further example of how ConexBird’s durability information can enhance safety arises from the
increasingly tenuous stacks containers are placed in, both on land and at sea. By itself,
container weakness is rarely a direct cause of stack collapses, but it is often an aggravating
factor14, as fragile containers may not be able to handle the same stresses as healthy, durable
boxes — particularly when subjected to the torsions and accelerations of ocean transport.

14 “Container stack collapses: causes and solutions”. Standard Club, 2021.
https://www.standard-club.com/knowledge-news/article-container-stack-collapses-causes-and-solutions-1
615/
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Conclusions
The total value of the benefits ConexBird can provide for a container owner with a hypothetical 1
million TEU fleet are summarized below:

Total operational cost savings from callbacks €230 million

Availability revenue increase €170 million

Potential liability savings €21 million

Repair cost savings from durability insight €20 million

Additional resale value unlocked €27 million

Additional leasing income/savings €14 million

Total €482 million p.a.

The amounts visible above, together with the clearly-defined use cases that give rise to them,
provide compelling evidence that ConexBird would be a valuable addition to a shipping line’s
technology portfolio; the case for adopting these savings is bolstered by the ~150,000 T CO2

p.a. which would be saved by doing so. Furthermore, there are strong signs that the adoption of
ConexBird’s measurement system would result in secondary benefits for other stakeholders,
meaning that ConexBird can offer a true “win-win” situation for the containerized supply chain as
a whole.

The information in this document covers only a fraction of the full scope of applications for
ConexBird’s system, many of which we are still researching the full potential of: given the
versatility and precision of our system, we are certain that there are also further use cases that
have yet to be discovered. Hence, we believe that, if anything, what is presented here is an
underestimate of the true potential our solution can bring to container shipping. By working
together with container terminals, container owners and other stakeholders, we can collectively
ensure that container shipping has the condition insight it needs and the bright future it
deserves.
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